3form's absorptive products help you create environments that look and sound amazing. Diffuse or absorb sound with your own design vision ringing loud and clear.

**CLARIO**
Visually stunning, highly functional Sola Felt ceiling tile. This product is NRC rated, easy to install, with multiple sizes to fill almost any size of ceiling.

- **Clario** Ceiling Tile 24”x24” or 24x48”
- **Clario** Cloud Circle 48” or 72” diameter
- **Clario** Cloud Square 48”x48”

**DIVY MOBILE**
Divy Mobile offers a single, lightweight, movable package. Available with casters or sliders.

- **Divy Mobile** Felt Acoustic partition and tack wall.
- **Divy Mobile** Markerboard Magnetic markerboard and acoustic partition.
- **Divy Mobile** Markerboard with Felt Writeable surface, acoustic partition and tack wall.

- **36.375” x 72.188” Birch frame.**

**EDGE MODULAR**
Repeating fins in 9 patterns create visual impact.

- **Edge Modular** Wall Feature 48” wide x 96” tall (8 fins standard)
- **Edge Modular** Ceiling Feature 42” wide x 96” long (8 fins standard)
- **Edge Modular** Partition 42” wide x 96 tall (8 fins standard)
**HUSH BLOCKS**

Custom mosaics with 6 shape options.

These Sola Felt blocks are NRC and fire rated. Plus, they're a cinch to customize and install.

**TETRIA**

NRC rated square tiles you can add to your drop ceiling grid to transform a basic ceiling into a sculptural landscape of shape and color. They have a Class A fire rating, too.

**VELO**

Eight, five-sided, concave or convex ceiling shapes molded in Sola Felt with a Class A fire rating and NRC rated absorption benefits.
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